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SCOPE NOTE

This Estimate outlines our knowledge of present and projected
Soviet chemical warfare capabilities, and focuses on the question of
Soviet intent to employ chemical weapons under the various conditions
that might pertain during a NATO-Warsaw Pact war. The Estimate
identifies the areas of agreement within the Intelligence Community ,
and carefully defines those areas in which the opinions of the agencies
divide. A comprehensive treatment of the entire Soviet chemical and
biological warfare program will be presented in NIE 11/17-85, scheduled for publication in May 1985.
This issue is uniquely significant because of the asymmetry of
chemical warfare capabilities between NATO and the Warsaw Pact. On
the one hand, the Soviets have a chemical warfare capability that could
inflict substantial damage on selective NATO targets, while NATO's
limited ability to reply in kind-based on aging US chemical munitions-has forced the Alliance to threaten nuclear retaliation for a Pact
chemical attack. On the other hand, the dearth of hard, directly
pertinent evidence of Soviet forward chemical posture or training could
signify a lack of interest on the part of the Soviets in pursuing offensive
chemical operations against modern military forces in Western Europe.
This Estimate considers Sovi'et and Pact use of lethal chemical
agents against NATO. \Ve have no evidence concerning Soviet intentions regarding the use of incapacitants and other nonlethal age nts, and
have not addressed the conceivable uses of such age nts during a
European war. Nonlethal agents are discussed in the section on future
Sovie t chemical weapon developments only to indicate the full scope of
Sovie t interests.
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KEY JUDGMENTS
The Soviet Union maintains the world's largest and most comprehensive c he mical warfare capability. We believe there is sufficient risk
of Soviet use of c he mical weapons that NATO must take the m into
account. .
We are agreed that:

.e.€3 B8f18B-B4

-

The Soviets have a large chemical stockpile, at least several
times as large as that of the United States.

-

The Soviets currently are producing chemical warfare agents at
least at a level sufficient to replenish stocks, train production
personnel, and provide test agents. We believe they are capable
of producing more than enough chemical warfare agents to
fulfill their wartime requirements.

-

The Soviets give high priority to research on and development
of new or improved agents and have developed chemical
warheads and munitions for virtually all types of Warsaw Pact
short-range ballistic missiles, ground attack aircraft, and artillery tha t enable them to engage targets throughout the full
operational d epth of the battlefield.

-

They have approximately 45,000 personnel assigned to chemica l
troops in the Ground Forces alone, and there is evidence of
Chem ical Service personnel, equipment, and units in the Soviet
Air and Air Defense Forces, the Strategic Rocket Forces, and
the Navy.

-

Training of Soviet officers in the employment of chemical
weapons continues in specialized schools. The Chemical Service
continues to receive instruction in chemical warfare subjects.

-

The Soviets believe chemical weapons to have military utility, as
de monstrated by their use of such weapons both in Afghanistan
and in Southeast Asia-although their use in those areas is
related to the na ture of the e nemy as well as the low risk of
either re taliation in kind or significant escalation.

-

Finally, the Soviet Union is e ngaged in research and development progra ms that could yield improveme nts in traditional
che mical weapons. Biotechnology-based novel agents could be
ava ilable for test and eva:uation within five year (
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We are also agreed, however, that:

J

- Since the mid-l970s, Warsaw Pact writings and plans concerning the use of offensive chemical weapons have decreased. In
contrast to the earlier period when detailed allocations of
chemical weapons to Pact combat units were featured in Pact
writings, we have received very few indications of such allocations in the past decade desµite our access to the same kinds of
sources.
-

We have noted a decline in chemical-warfare-related subjects in
the curriculums of the Voroshilov General Staff Academy, from
which graduation is required of all officers before they can
occupy any command position at or above regiment level, or
any primary staff position at or above division level. Professional writings originating in Soviet military academies have
continued to address the application of nuclear, conventional,
and, increasingly, improved conventional munitions, but we
have not seen references to offensive chemical munitions
employment since the mid-1970s.

-c
-

c

In sum, we find little evidence during the last decade of Soviet
planning and training for the use of chemical weapons against
NATO.

Despite these uncertainties and inconsistencies, we do agree that
major changes have taken place in the Soviet approach to chemical
2
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warfare. Indeed, the views expressed in this Estimate represent a
significant departure from NIE 11-14-81, Warsaw Pact Forces Opposite NATO, the last Intelligence Community estimate concerning Soviet
intentions to wage chemical warfare in a war against NA TO.
In this regard, we agree on the following wints:
- The Intelligence Community previously held the view that if
the Pact were to employ chemical weapons against NATO it
would do so on a "massive" scale. This term was not defined,
but left the impression that if the Pact were to employ chemical
weapans it would use a great number of chemical munitions
across the full depth and breadth of the European theater. We
now believe that the Pact would not use chemical weawns in
that fashion. We have chosen the term "selective" to represent a
lower scale of use. 1
-

The use of chemical weawns is not a standard, integral feature
of the nonnuclear phase of war. We believe the initial release of
chemical weapons would require a decision at the highest Soviet
political and military levels. The Soviets might authorize the
selective use of these weapons against key targets as a part of a
strategy to undermine NATO's escalatory capability during the
transitional period from conventional to nuclear warfare.

-

We also believe that the likelihood of the Soviets' initiation of
chemical warfare wot:ld be low as long as their conventional
operations against NATO proceeded satisfactorily. However,
the use of chemical weapons would become more likely if
NATO initiated chemical warfare or if hostilities entered a
transitional period from conventional to nuclear war.

-

All but Army agree that, if the Soviets decided to employ
chemical weapons, such use would most likely occur simultaneously with or subsequent to nuclear operations. While the
Soviets would seek to defeat NATO by using only conventional
means, they would not discount the likelihood of escalation and
probably would attempt to preempt a NATO nuclear or
chemical attack.

•Anny believes that the terms .. massive" and '"selective" need additional clarification. The Soviets now
have sufficient nuclear weapons to execute their nuclear battlefield doctrine without using chemical
weapons as gap fillers. Although this does affect the Quantity of chemical weapons allocated during the transitional and nuclear phases of warfare, it does not affect that aspect of Soviet chemical doctrine that still
provides for the delivery of chemical munitions by tube artillery, multiple rocket launchers, and aircraft.
This apparent decrease in Quantity from "massive" to ""selective" reflects an increase in nuclear capability.
C hemical warfare can be separated fro m nuclear warfare a nd must be considered in that oerspeclive.
Chemical weapans are available for use during both the nonnuclear and nuclear phases.

3
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The core of our disagreeme nt, then, is over the issue of the Soviets'
intent to use chemical weapons selectively in the nonnuclear phase of a
war with NATO, even though such use is not a standard, integral
feature of their doctrine. Indeed, we have a few[
to small-scale use of offensive chemical weapons being practiced by
elements of front-, army-, and division-level units. There is also limited
evidence indicating that some Soviet units continue to train for
chemical fire missions at the unit level. Even so, this evidence is
fragmentary and probably inconclusive. Thus, given the paucity of
direct evidence, agency views are based on inferences from caoabilities,
past experience, and differing interpretations of these and other factors:

J

-

DIA and the Services believe that, because the Soviets have a
significant capability to conduct chemical warfare and have
demonstrated the will to engage in it, they would be likely to
use chemical weapons selectively in the nonnuclear phase under
some circumstances. These include Warsaw Pact reversals and
possibly when the Soviets perceived NATO forces to be in a
poor protective posture or to have inadequate retaliatory capability-even at the outset of hostilities.

-

Army believes that chemical weapons are no longer a necessary
component of Soviet nuclear fire planning, but are still a fire
planning option available to the commander. The Soviets now
have sufficient nuclear weapons to execute their nuclear battlefield d octrine without using chemical weapons as " gap fillers ...
However, this does not affect that aspect of Soviet chemical
doctrine that still provides for the delivery of chemical munitions by tube artillery, short-range ballistic missiles, multiple
rocket launchers, and aircraft. Chemical warfare can be separated from nuclear warfare and must be considered in that
perspective. Army believes that the Soviets' concern about
NATO's nuclear retaliatory capability would have been calculated in the prewar Soviet estimate of the correlation of military
forces. T~1us, a decision by the Soviets to go to war wou ld imply
confidence in their ability to deal with this NATO retaliation
capability. Were chemical weapons to appear to make a critical
difference in the likely combat outcomes, it would be highly
surprising to see the Soviet commanders d eny themselves this
critical advantage.

-

INR believes that under certain cir.cumstances in the nonnuclear phase the Soviets might decide to use their substantial
advantage in chemical wa rf £!.re. INR bases its judgment on the
unpredictability of d eve lopments in any European war. In the
4
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absense of convincing evidence on current doctrine and planning, INR cannot subscribe to more specific judgments regarding the likelihood of chemical warfare use.
-

CIA believes that, while selective use cannot be ruled out, it is
unlikely that the Soviets would use chemicals before deciding to
initiate nuclear warfare. Soviet chemical weapons requirements
for a NATO war have been reduced by improved conventional
capabilities, small nuclear weapons, and a conventional warfighting strategy. Selective use of chemicals would force Moscow to balance the increasingly limited advantage of such an
attack against the danger of a NATO nuclear response.

5
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DISCUSSION
Current Soviet Offensive Chemical Warfare
Capabilities

Chemical Munitions and Delivery Systems
4. The Soviets continue to produce and stockpile a
variety of che mical agents and munitions, give high
priority to research on and development of new or
improved agents, and have de veloped chemical warheads or munitions for virtually all types of Warsaw
Pact short-range ballistic missiles, ground-attack aircraft, and artillery. The Soviets can engage targets
throughout the full operational depth of the battlefield. Moreover, the improvements in the accuracy
and reliability of current and future Soviet weapon
systems further improve their capability to deliver all
types of munitions including chemicals.

l. The Sovie t Union maintains the world's largest

and most comprehensive chemical warfare capability.
This includes a chemical production base and stockpile
that are adeQuate to meet the Soviets' combat requirements, delivery systems that can range the dep! h of
the battlefield, and integrated protective systems for
their armed forces.

The Soviet Chemical Agent Production Base and
Stockpile
2. We have limited evidence on which to base our
estimates of Soviet chemical agent production capacity. We monitor 13 pbnts in the Soviet Union that are
capable of producing toxic agents. Of these, three are
particularly configured to produce che mical warfare
agents; one of the three is active for two to four
months a year. We assess that current Soviet production is sufficient to replenish stocks, train production
personnel, and provide test agents. We believe that the
Soviets, even without activating all their plants, are
capable of producing more tha n e nough c he mical ·
warfare agents to fulfill their wa rtime require ments.

Nuclear, Biological, and Chemical Protective
Capabilities
5. The Soviets have a capability to sustain operations on a contaminated battlefield. The Sovie t Chemical Service is a special service of the ar.m ed forces
dedicated to protecting military operations from the
effects of nuclear, biological, and chemical weapons.
Chemical Service units a re organic to Sovie t and
Warsaw Pact grou nd forces from front through regimental level. We assess the peacetime manning of the
chemical troops in the Ground Forces a lone to be
approximately 45.000 personnel. Reserve strengths
may double that figure in wartime. There is evidence
of Che mical Service personnel, equipmen t, and units
in the Soviet Air and Air Defense Forces, the Strategic
Rocket Forces, and the Navy

"Jnational3. To d ate, we have identified[
level chemical warfare depo~
that store chemical
warfare agents and nuclear, Oio ogical, and chemical
equipment and materials. Intelligence Community
estimates on the size of the Soviet bulk age nt stockpile
range from a low of less than 70,000 metric tons (CIA)
to a high of at least 300,000 metric tons (DIA and
Army).'[
--:\Sufficient toxic chemical
railcars and trucks are heldin reserve in and arou nd
these depots to permit the rapid transfer of bulk agent
to forward locations. There is little intelligence available on the storage of chemical munitions. Some filled
che mical weapons may be stored a t de pots in the
Soviet Union and the forward area.

6. Soviet Chemical Se rvice personnel are equipped
with nuclear, biological, and chemical detection, identification, and d econta mination equipment. The principal wartime tasks of the Chemical Service are:

• INR does not believe there is sufficient e vidence on whic h to
base an estimate of the Soviet bulk age nt stockpile; it could be
significant ly highe r or lower than the limits presented here.

- Assessing the radiation a nd c he mical situation
following use of weapons of mass destruc t ion.

- Locating nuclear bursts.
- Conducting nuclear, biological, and chemical
reconnaissance.
- Monitoring radioactive and chemical contamination.

7
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De termining effects and carrying out safety
measures when chemical and nuclear weapons
are used.

-

_P roviding protective and d econtam ination
equipment to frie ndly forces.

-

- Causing large numbers of casualties whe n used
against unprepared troops.
- Wearing down enemy troops both ph ysically and
psychologically.

- Decontaminating troops, equipment, buildings,
and te rrain.
-

Em ploying smoke gene rators, and flame a nd
incendiary devices.

-

Providing technical escort of chemical wea pons
from storage depots to firing units.

Rendering ene my equipment unusable until
decontaminated.

- Requiring fe wer munitions to achieve equa l
lethality.
I 0. On the othe r ha nd, the Soviets appea r lo have a
hea lthy respect for the side effects a nd limitations of
chemical weapons. They recognize that:
- Terrain and weather may reduce the effectiveness of toxic agents, and break uo or prevent t he
formation of the secondary toxic cloud.

7. Jn addition to the capabilities of the Che mical
Service, personnel of the combat a rms are trained in
nuclear, biological, and chemical defense measures
and are equipped with full protective clothing and
masks. Many combat and combat support vehicles
possess collective protection systems and alarms. Taken
together, these systems enhance Pact capabilities to
operate on a contaminated battlefield.

-

Consideration must be given to the minimum
distance from friendly troops that agents may be

used.
- Countermeasures can be taken on short notice
and, if properly implemented, could significantly
degrade chemical weapons effective ness.

Soviet Intent To Use Chemical Weapons
Against NA TO

- Operations in a protective posture are restrictive.

Factors Bearing on Soviet Chemical Weapons
Doctrine

- Chemical contamination of the battlefield could
slow the pace of operations for both sides, which
the Soviets believe in some cases could assist a
defender.

8. The two most important factors affecting a Soviet decision to release chemical weapons for use
against NATO a re the anticipa ted military utility and
the potential for a NATO retaliation . T he Soviets
would a lso consider the vulnerability of friend ly and
e ne my fo rces.

- Chemical weaoons e mployment increases the
complexity of planning and executing offensive
opera tions.
11. NATO Retaliatoru Cavabilit11. Retaliation has
been a prime determinant in conside rations of the use
of chemical warfare since World War l. Concern for
che mical escalation was the principal dete rrent to the
use of che mical weapons by all sides during World
War II. Since that time, another form of escalation
that must be considered is nuclea r weapons.

9. Th e Militar11 Utilit11 of Chemical Weavons .

Chem ical weapons ha ve a distinct utility in Soviet
military opera tions. Chemical weaocins are wide-areaeffect weapons specifically designed to reduce t he
combat effective ness of the ene m y by killing or
incapacita ti ng personnel and contamina ting equi pme nt a nd te rrain . Among the battlefield advantages
the Soviets believe chemical munitions provide over
conventional munitions in some circumstances are:
-

De nying areas to potential adversaries th rough
che m ical contamination.

-

Causing target neutralization without physical
destruction.

-

Enlarging the lethal area.

-

Effectiveh• attacking sheltered targets.

12. The Soviets cert ~ inly are awa re of sta te ments by
authoritative US and NATO spokesmen that ATO
might be forced to respond to a Soviet c hemical attack
with theater nuclear weapons because NATO has a
limited chemical weapons capability. Sensitive Pact
writings also predict t hat NA TO would resort to the
use of nuclear weapons to forestall defeat on a conventional battlefield whether or not chemical weapons
were used, and the Pact is well aware of NATO
exercises that portray such a c hain of events.

- Slowing down e nemy advances and restricting
enemy maneuverability.

13. We a re aware of an essentially accurate Pact
assessmen t of the US chemica l stockpile cond ucted
8
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during the 1970s that stresses the age and obsolesce nce
of US munitions. Nevertheless, Soviet and Pact writers
continue to re flect their concern about NATO's che mical capabilities and their profound respect for US
c hemical technology. The Soviets credit the United
States and NATO with an extensive offensive che mical
capabilit y, and suspect that the US binary weapans
program is designed to evade the limitations that
might be vosed by future chemical weapans treaties.
14. The Soviets a re a ware that an e ffective use of
che m ical weapans by NATO could inflict significant
casualties, depending on the warning lime and type of
agent used . The Soviets recognize that a debilitating
casua lty ra te would undercut their preferred strategy of
a fast-moving offensive against NATO and, as a result,
they appear to have adopted a strategy of d eterring
enemy chemical use by maintaining a substantial offensive and protective capability.

A Weapon of Mass Destruction
The Soviets have classified chemical and nuclear
munitions as weawns of mass destruction- along with
others like biological weawns, incendiary weapons, and
fuel-air explosives- although they regard only nuclear
weapons as capable of being decisive in war. The Pact
continues to define these as "weapons of mass destruction,"" although they would use some of them-such as
fuel-air ext>losives and nat>alm, which do not require
release at the highest political level-during the conventional phase of 2 Eurooean conflict.

First Use/Preemption
15. The Sovie ts d e ny that they would be the fi rst to
use che mical or nuclear weavons. Authorita ti ve East
European sources, however, repart tha t the Soviet
policy is to p reempt if necessar y. Pact sources indicate
that the ir forces would begin preparations to preempt
immedia te ly upon d e tecting NATO preparatio ns to
e mploy weapons of mass destruction. At least in the
n uclear are na, classified writings of recent years
strongly suggest that the Soviets are d eeply conce rned
that the y would not ha ve time to preempt.

weaoons against NATO, they would be most like ly to
employ them to complement nuclear munitions or to
neutralize certain sensitive targets immediately before a
nuclear strike. We believe there is sufficie nt risk of such
actions that NATO must take them into account. (See
Army comment in paragraph 19.)
Nonnuclear Warfare
17. Soviet military doctrine since the late 1960s
a ppears to be that an initial period of combat with
NAT O, in which the USSR would seek to d egrade
NATO 's nuclear capabilih·. might be limited to the
use of conve ntional weapons. This initial period is
referred to by the Soviets as the .. nonnuclear ohase of
war.
18. The use of chemical weapons is not a standard,
integral feature of the nonnuclear phase. Soviet inte ntions for such use are unclear and the evidence
ambiguous. Nevertheless, the comprehensive chemical
warfare capabilities of the Soviets require that the
prudent planner consider the DQSSibility of chemical
weapons use from the outset of hostilities. We believe
the initial release of chemical weapons would require
a decision at the highest Soviet political and military
levels. We also believe that the likelihood of Sovie t
initiation of che mical warfare against NA TO would be
low, as long as conventiona l ope rations proceed ed
satisfactorily. Howeve r. the use of c he mical weapons
would become more likely under certain conditionssuch as if NA TO initiated che mical warfare or if
NATO were perce ived to be pre pa ring to use chemical
weapan~ . In addition, the Soviets might a uthorize the
use of che mical weapons against key ta rgets as part of
a strategy to unde rmine NATO's escalatory capability
d uring the transitiona l period from conventional to
nuclear warfare. Use unde r other circumstances is
m ore difficult to d ete rmine.
19. The re are diffe rences of opinion as to which
other circumsta nces might result in a Warsaw Pac t
chem ica l attack :
-

Nuclear Warfare
16. The m ajor ity of a vailable evidence that refers to
chem ical wa rfa re portrays Pact che mical strikes simulta neous with or subseque nt to nuclear operations. We
be lieve t hat , if the Soviets e lected to use chem ica l

&C
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C IA believes it unlikely tha t the Soviets would
use chemical wea pons until a d ecision had been
made to initiate nuclear warfare. Whi le we
cannot rule out the small-scale use of c he mical
weapons against selected targets, we believe such
use would be counte r to Soviet d octrine. The
Soviets would necessarily be forced to weigh the
expected limited gains to be achieved by such
a ttacks against the standing NA TO threat to
respand and escalate. C IA does not credit the
Soviets with the capability fo engage in mo re
tha n limited and selective use of che mical weapons. Such limited use would be inconsiste nt w ith
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the acknowledged Soviet intention to conduct the
war conventionally. The Soviets continue to emphasize the decisive nature of nuclear weaPonS,
and the critical importance of retaining the
initiative for their use. A limited and selective
use of chemical weapons would be inconsiste nt
wi th the Soviets' e vident doctrinal intention to
maintain their self-assessed advantage by waging
war conve ntionally.
-

would have been calculated in the prewar Soviet
estimate of the correlation of military forces.
Thus, a decision by the Soviets to go to war
would imply confidence in their ability to deal
with this NATO retaliation capability. Moreover,
decisions to use chemical weapons at the tactical
and operational levels would be based on continuing calculations of the correlation of forces.
Such calculations would involve both nuclear and
nonnuclear assessments. Were chemical weapans
to appear to make a cr itical difference in the
likel y combat outcomes, it would be highly surprising to see Soviet commande rs de ny the mselves this critical advantage.

DIA and the Services believe that the Soviet
Sup re m e H igh Command retains the flexibility
to a uthorize the e mployment of che mical weapons to supplement the conduct of the nonnuclear
phase. According to this view, the Sovie ts judge
NA TO unlikely to escalate automatically to the
use of tactical nuclear weapons in respQnse to the
selective use of chemical weaPons. Therefore,
under certain conditions in the nonnuclear phase,
the Soviets would probably selectively employ
chemical weapons.

- INR believes that under certain circumstances in
the nonnuclear phase the Soviets might decide to
use their substantial advantage in chemical warfare. INR bases its judgment on the unpredictability of developments in any European war. In
the absense of convincing evidence on current
doctrine and olanning, INR cannot subscribe to
more specific judgments regarding the likelihood
of chemical warfare use.

These conditions include:
- A perception by the Soviets that their enemy
was in a weak protective posture, incapable of
conducting effective decontamination, unable
to operate effectively in a contaminated environment, or incapable of retaliating effecti vely-e ven at the outset of hostilities.
- A Warsaw Pact reversal or loss of momentum,
especially if Pact commande rs pe rceived that
using che mica l weapans would measurably e nha nce their prospects for success.
-

Arm y belie ves that chemical weapans are no
longer a necessary companent of Sovie t nuclear
fire pla nning, but are still a fi re pla nning option
available to the commander. The Soviets now
have sufficient nuclear weapons to execute their
nuclear battlefield doctrine without using che mical weapons as " gap fillers." H owever, this does
not affect that aspect of Soviet chemical doctri ne
that still provides for the delive ry of c hemical
munitions by tube artillery, short-ra nge ballistic
missiles, multiple rocket launche rs, ~nd airc raft.
Chemical warfare can be separated from nuclear
wa rfare and must be considered in that perspective. There is no objective reason ruling out use
during either the nuclear or the nonnuclear
phase. Once release authority has been given,
Sovie t commanders could decide to e mploy
che mical weapans against targets for which they
a re best suited to accomplish the comma nde r's
objectives. Army belie ves that the Soviets' concern about NATO's nuclear retalia tory capabil ity

20. The Soviets might perceive the selective use of
chemical warfare to be advantageous against the
peripheries of NATO and against amphibious forces.
We belie ve they might use chemical weapons in
northe rn Norway or eastern Turkey to take advantage
of local situations. Use of chemical weapons in such
periphe ral areas would be difficult to confirm rapidly
· and , in Soviet eyes, might carry less risk of retaliation
tha n use in Ce ntral Europe. 3 The Soviets might conside r the use of chemical weapans against amphibious
forces. Troops engaged in heliborne a nd surface assaults would also be good targets for che mical weapons
whe re personnel casualties are the goal.•

The Evolution of the Soviet Offensive Chemical
Warfare Threat to NATO
The Nature of the Evidence

21. In addition to the assessed capabilities ' of the
Soviets to conduct chemical warfare, we have relati ve' C IA believes that the re is no evidence that the Soviets would
consider che mical attacks against Banking NATO countries to have
less risk than that associated with similar attacks in Central E urope.
Further, the CIA holds that the limited tactical gains that could be
achieved by chemical wea1><>ns in secondary theaters would in no
way compensate for the strategic risk involved. Finally, the C IA
believes that physically distant areas such as northern Norway do
not represent strategically periphera l problems for either the United
States or the Soviet Union.
• IN R believes that considerations beyond the Cent ral European
battlefield have not been properly e xami ned to the extent they can
be included in this Estimate.

10
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ly few references to chemical warfare in the substantial body of evidence describing Soviet military doctrine. We have an extensive collection of Soviet and
Warsaw Pact doctrinal writings within which the
percentage addressing chemical warfare doctrinenever large- has steadily decreased.

C

and above the division level and by tactical and
strategic aviation. In addition to advocating the use of
chemical weapons because of their own unique utility,
the authors considered them a supplement to nuclear
weapons. Soviet writings suggested that chemical
weapons could be used to compensate for a shortage of
tactical nuclear weapons. The planned allocations of
large numbers of chemical warheads in some writings
may have been the result of this approach.
26. Soviet and Warsaw Pact professional mi litary
educat ion during this period also stressed chemical
weapons employment. The curriculums of the Voroshilov General Staff Academy- from which gr.a duation is required of all officers before they can occupy
any command position at or above regiment level, or
any primary staff position at or above division levelincluded blocks of instruction on offensive chemical
warfare and protective measures. Soviet and Pact
combined-arms officers destined for command or staff
assignments with field forces were taught how to plan
for and direct the employment of all types of munitions. Chemical fire planning was taught at specialized
schools.

:J
23. Despite these uncertainties and inconsistencies,

27. In addition to writings and classroom instruction, there was limited but clear evidence of practical
training for the offensive use of chemical weapons at
all levels.

C

we do agree that major changes have taken place in
the Soviet approach to chemical warfare. These
changes have led us to conclude that recent Estimates
were incorrect when they implied that if the Pact
were to employ chemical weapons it would use a great
number of chemical munitions across the full d e pth
and breadth of the European theate r. We now believe
tha t the Pact would not use chemica l weapons in this
fashion. We base our new belief on the following
evidence.
Before the Mid- 1970s
24. From its inception, the Wa rsaw Pact's strategy
has been based on reacting to-or preempting-a
NATO attack against one or more Pact nations. Because the Pact has e njoyed a considerable advantage in
conventional forces over its NATO counterparts, Pact
planners have assumed that NATO would initiate the
use of nuclear weaoons and have tailored their plans to
incorporate a massive response using nuclear and
chemical weapons.

After the Mid- 1970s
28. Warsaw Pact war-fighting strategy has undergone a gradual transformation. As tactical nuclear
weapons entered the Pact inventory in sufficient
numbers to counter the NATO nuclear threat, Pact
authors and planners acknowledged the possibility that
a European conflict might begin with a brief conventional phase of warfare leading to a nuclear exchange.
By the late 1970s, Soviet planners had embraced the
concept of attempting to defeat NATO using only
conventional means. To this end, they have upgraded
their conventional war-fighting capabilities while

25. Warsaw Pact operational art as reflected in
sensitive documents and writings of the period before
the mid-1970s envisioned large-scale offensive/re taliatory chemical weapons employme nt. Pact authors
addressed the use of chemical weapons by troops al
11
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simultaneously fielding an improved nuclear strike
force to balance NA TO 's nuclear deterrent.
29. Since the mid-1970s, Warsaw Pact writings and
plans concerning the use of offensive chemical weapons have decreased. In contrast to the earlier period
when detailed allocations of chemical weapons to Pact
combat units were featured in Pact writings, we have
received very fe w indications of such allocations in the
past decade despite our access to the same kinds of
sources.
30. We have noted a decline in che mical-warfarerelated subiects in the curriculums of the Voroshilov
General Staff Academy. Professional writings originating in Soviet military academies have continued to
address the application of nuclear, conventional, and.
increasingly, improved conventional munitions, but
we . have not seen references to offensive chemical
munitions employment since the mid-1970s. Apparently, the most promising Soviet and Pact middlegrade and senior officers no longer receive. training in
the integration of chemical warfare into combinedarms operations." Some Soviet officers continue to
receive training in the employment of chemical weapons in specialized schools, and the Chemical Service
continues to receive instruction in chemical warfare
subjects, in addition to a ~reatly expanded coverage of
nuclear warfare subjects.

31.c

] small-scale use of offensive chemical
weapans was practiced by elements of front-, army-,
and division-level units. Limited evidence indicates
that some Soviet units continue to train for chemical
fire missions a t the unit level. W e believe this level of
t ra ining is probably not sufficient to maintain the
degree of familiarity with chemical warfare necessary
to enable front and army staffs to conduct large-scale
c hemical attacks, although it probably is sufficient to
a llow selective employment of chemical weapons
(DIA, Army, and INR believe that it is sufficient to
conduct selective attacks).
32. We have noted some change of emphasis hy the
Soviets in the scale of employment of chemical weapons. There is a trend toward an increasing percentage
of improved conventional munitions in the warhead
mix for short-range ballistic missiles[:.
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This situation is in marked contrast to the situa n in the 1960s when chemical
munitions had second priority and, in some cases, were
the predominant munition. :
Afghanistan and Southeast Asia
33. The Soviet Union provided Lao and Vietnamese
forces with lethal chemicals and toxin agents that have
been used on H'Mong and Lao resistance forces and
villages since 1976. Storage facilities have been identified in Laos and Soviet advisers supervise the Lao
chemical warfare program. Similarly, lethal chemical
and toxin agents have been used by Vietnamese forces
in Kampuchea since 1978. The USSR also provided
chemical weapons to Afghan Government forces,
which used them for six months before the Soviet
invasion. Soviet forces employed chemical and toxin
weapons throughout the country against Muiahedin
guerrillas and villages until late 1982. Since then, there
have been a few reported attacks, most notably during
the 1984 spring offensive into the Panisher valley, but
these reports have not been confirmed.
34. Lethal chemical weapons used in Southeast Asia
and Afghanistan have included sprays, bombs, rockets,
mines, and a rtille ry shells. In addition to toxins and
incapacito. nts, such traditional agents as phosgene,
diphosgene. nerve agents, mustard, le wisite, and toxic
smoke may also have been used.·
35. The Soviets' use of chemical and toxin weapons
in Afghanistan and their willingness to supply allies
the means to wage chemical warfare indicate that the
Soviets will not be constrained in a European war by
humanitarian or legal responsibilities. It must be assumed tha t the decision to use and supply c he mica l
and toxin weapons, in violation of two international
treaties, was made at the highest levels in Moscow.

36. We assess that the use of chemical weapons by
Soviet air and ground forces in Afghanistan and the
supplying of chemical weapons for use by a llies in
Southeast Asia indicate that the Soviets perceive chemical weapons have a continued military utility in
combat, that they have the will to employ chemical
weapons in specialized circumstances, that they have
some troops trained in the employment of chemical
weapons, and that they maintain an inventory of
readily availal,le chemical munitions.

12
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37. ClA further believes that the use of chemical
weapons by the Soviets and their surrogates in Afghanistan and Southeast Asia is driven primarily by the
issue of retaliatory capability. In no case are the
victims of these attacks capable of retaliating in kind
or escalating the conflict in response to the chemical
attacks. Furthermore, the Soviets recognize that chemical weapons have their greatest effect upon unprepared opponents lacking physical protection, warning,
or adequate training. These criteria provide a good
description of the Third World targets of Soviet
<_;hemical warfare, yet even there the attacks have
been episodic and decidedly limited in both number
and effect. This activity parallels Soviet doctrinal
writing which, while not ignoring chemical warfare,
neve rtheless views it as a complicating factor with
theoretically high but operationally low military utili-

'

Biological and Chemical Warfare

Historically, the difference between biological and
chemical weapons was determined by definition. Biological agents were defined as living disease organisms
that exist in nature. Toxins are c hemical substances
produced from biologic mate rials or synthesized. Living
agents can be selectively bred to increase their toxicity
or change other properties. Classic chemical agents
were limited to nonliving toxic substances produced
through industrial processes. The novel agents now
being developed share cha racteristics of both groups.
They include organisms that have been geneticall y
engineered to modify virulence, as well as c hemica l
substances. The chemical substances include toxins (naturally occurring toxic biochemicals)-lilce snake venom- and substances in the human body that ordinarily
perform regulatory functions-such as causing sleep,
pain, or anxiety-but which in excess can be damaging.
These chemicals could be produced by chemical synthesis or biological processes, or both. Biologic synthesis
would permit long-term storage of small amounts of
many and varied organisms, which can be used to
initiate agent production in a variety of commercial,
large-scale fermentation plants otherwise used for nonmilitary products.

ty.

38. DIA and the Services believe the Soviets may
calculate that the abhorrence of chemical warfare is
slowly being eroded as the development and use of
chemical weavons by an increasing number of countries becomes an accepted norm. This may lead the
Soviets to calculate that their use of chemical warfare
in future European wars would not automatically
generate a NATO decision to retaliate with chemical
or nuclear weapons, especially if the Soviet use was
selective.
The Future Soviet Chemical Weapons Program

39. In the early 1970s the Soviets embarked on a ·
multifaceted research and development program designed to ove rcome a perceived significant US lead in
che mical warfare. A special pane l was set up to guide
future Soviet chemical warfare efforts and improve
the Soviet position. In general, this program was to
concentrate on emerging areas of science in search of
significant breakthroughs that could result in a ne w
gene ration of chemical weapons to be fielded in the
1985-95 time frame. Specifically, the program was to
improve the storage, effectiveness, d eliverability, and
safe handling of traditi~nal and emerging chemical
warfare agents. In addition, it would develop new
lethal or incapacitating agents with reduced d etectability and the capability to penetrate chemical protective equipment. By contrast, research on classic
nerve agents has decreased steadily since the m id1960s, although this effort continues. Soviet research
on m ycotoxins, which spans over 40 years, also continues.
40. In the 1970s, the Soviets began applying adva nces in biotechnology, such as genetic e ngineering,
to the development of ne w agents. These techniques

could be used to produce toxic materials and toxins
that pre viously could not be obtained· in large r
amounts and to create entirely new agents. We believe
that some of these biotechnology-based novel agents
are with in five years of transition from pure research
to the testing and evaluation stages of the development
cycle. We do not know if the Soviets are developing
new weapon systems to disse minate the new agents.
We believe that most of the ne w agents could be
delivered by existing systems, with perhaps minor
modifications.
41. The novel agent program will most likely oarallel
the general progress of advanced biotechnologies, with
new methodologies put to use as they become available.
The novel agent program increases significantl y the
number and variety of agents that could be developed,
while making large-scale production of different agents
more feasible. These agents can be developed, produced, and used in conditions under which hostile
intent woul~ be vi_rtua.lly impossible to establish.C

'For a more detailed account of this program, see SN IE 11 / 1784/ CX : New Dirrctwns In Soviet BCW A gent Developm ent and
Thetr Implica tions. 24 January 1984
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